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To all whom it may concern.
3 is a similar view showing the parts 55
Be it known that I, MARCUs O. ANTHONY, in Fig.
assembled position
a citizen of the United States, and resident
4 is a vertical sectional view show
of Englewood, county of Bergen, State of ingFig.
a
modified
form of my invention the
New Jersey, have invented an Improvement coupling device having
heads and
in Tag-Locks, of which the following de the barrel thereof beingenlarged
adapted
to pass 60
Scription, in connection with the accom through the tag or the article to be marked,
panying drawing, is a specification, like or both.
characters
on the drawing representing like Fig. 5 is a view similar to Fig. 1 and
0 parts.
a slight modification of the coupling
This invention relates to improvements in shows
device
there shown and which is employed 65
marking devices and particularly tags inaccesibly
to secure the ends of the flexible
which are adapted to be secured to articles member, and,
for sale or shipment and the principal ob Fig. 6 is a view similar to Fig. 2 and
5 ject of the invention is to provide a means
shows the section of the modification shown
for permanently Securing a tag to the article in
Fig. 5.
70
in such a manner that the tag cannot be In the sale of various articles of merchan
removed without mutilating it or destroy dise and particularly articles of apparel it
ing
it or the means by which it is secured has been found desirable to attach a tag
20 to said article.
to the article in such a manner that it will
A further object is broadly to provide a be
at all times exposed when the article is 75
locking means inaccessibly to secure to Worn,
the tag being so secured that it cannot
gether the ends of a flexible member em be removed
without mutilation or destruc
tion.
ployed
to
connect
a
tag
to
the
article
to
be
25 marked.
this means customers may be prevent
Another object of the invention is to pro ed Byfrom
having a garment sent out upon 80
vide a device of the character described hav approval, and returning it after having worn
ing a coupling member which may readily the same.
be
inserted through an aperture in the arti Heretofore such marking devices have
30 cle to be marked, such as a buttonhole in a
usually comprised tags secured to the gar
garment or the loop of a piece of lace.
ment by a string passing through a button 85
More specifically the invention relates to hole or some other aperture located in a
a marking device comprising a tag strung conspicuous
place, the ends of the string
upon a flexible member such as a cord or a
35 piece of wire, the latter being provided being secured by a seal formed of ductile
metal such as lead, the parts of the seal be
with coupling members, one or both of ing
90
interlocked by the pressure of dies.
which are adapted to be passed through an
in
the
use
of
seals
of
this
character
con
aperture in the article and thereafter tele siderable time is required properly to as
scopically secured together in such a man semble
the seals and great care must be
40 ner that they cannot be separated so that
taken to get the interlocking members of the
the tag cannot be removed without the de Seals accurately and securely interengaged. 95
struction of the tag itself, or the flexible Furthermore, such seals are not entirely se
member upon which it is strung. . . .
cure as the interlocking members may be
The
drawings
illustrate
preferred
em
pried
apart by a thin instrument and sub
45 bodiments of the invention.
sequently
reengaged so that detection of the
In the drawings;
removal of the device is difficult.
Figure 1 is a perspective view of a tag By the present invention I have provided 00
fastened through the buttonhole of a gar a coupling member of such character that it
ment by an improved coupling member em can
readily be assembled by an unskilled
50 bodying my invention,
:operator and when once assembled will re
Fig. 2 is a vertical sectional view of the tain the tag from removal unless the tag is 105
cylindrical plug and socket members form mutilated
ing the coöperating parts of the coupling destroyed.or its securing means broken or
device, the same being separated,
As illustrated in Fig. 1, the marking de

2
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In the operation of the device one of the
vice comprises a tag 1, secured to the but coupling
is passed through the
tonhole of a garment 2, by a cord 3 which aperture inmembers
the garment such as the button
passes through the aperture 4 in the tag and hole 5 and the
members 6 and 7 of the cou
through the buttonhole 5 of the garment plings are thereupon
forced together by the 70
and is secured together by interlocking tele operator until the groove
11 engages and in
scoping coupling members 6-7.
terlocks
with
the
rib
16
as
shown in Fig. 3.
The complementary coupling members The flexible member 3 desirably
a cord or
shown in Fig. 1, which are illustrated in de wire of sufficiently low tensile isstrength
to 75
tail in Figs. 2 and 3, are in the form of a break under a tension which is insufficient
O cylindrical plug and a coöperating cylindri to separate the coupling members 6 and 7 so
cal socket. The plug member 6 preferably that the tag cannot be removed from the ar
is a metallic cylinder formed of resilient ma ticle without breaking the flexible member
terial of a non-rusting and non-corrosive 3 or tearing out or otherwise mutilating the
character having a curved end 8 provided tag. By reason of the fact that the ends 8 80
5 with an aperture 9 to receive the end of the and 14 of the coupling members 6 and 7 are
string 3 or other flexible member which sup curved, no sufficient gripping surface is pre
ports the tag and which may be secured sented to enable any considerable amount of
therein by a knot, clip, sealing wax, or other power to be applied by the fingers or by
suitable means. The opposite end of the pliers to separate said members.
85
plug
preferably
is
provided
with
a
beveled
20
By reason of the fact that the interlocking
margin 10 adapted to facilitate the inser groove
rib 16 are located adjacent
tion of the plug member into the socket. the base11ofand
the
socket member it is impos
An annular groove 11 is spun or otherwise sible to insert a thin
which would
formed in the Outer surface of the plug near serve to release saidinstrument
locking
members
from 90
25 the margin. 10 and the body of the plug is engagement. The tag locking device thus
provided with slits 12 extending from the formed may be easily and cheaply manufac
margin 10 a short distance beyond the annu tured and can be assembled by unskilled
lar groove 11 to permit the sections 13 of
the plug thus formed to yield sufficiently to labor.
In
the
form
shown
in
Figs.
5
and
6, the 95
30 enable the groove 11 to engage a complemen longitudinal slit 12, instead of extending
tary interlocking means within the socket from the margin 10 a short distance beyond
member.
annular groove 11, may extend to the
The socket member 7 is cylindrical in the
curved
8. Such a slit not only func 00
form and desirably is provided with a tions toend
assure
resiliency to the wall of the
curved end or base 14 having an aperture 15 plug member 6 but
functions as a means
to receive the other end of the flexible mem by which the endsalso
of
flexible member
ber 3 which likewise may be secured within may be positioned in thethe
plug.
form,
the socket member by a knot, clip or other the ends of the flexible memberInarethissecured
suitable fastener. The socket member is together by a knot, clip, or other suitable 105
40 provided near its base with an internal rib means, or each may have such a knot, etc.,
or flange 16 which conveniently may be and the end portions are slipped down the
formed by spinning or die shaping. The slit 12 until the knotted ends rest against
rib 16 desirably extends entirely around the
inside of the plug at the aperture 9 in 0
inner periphery of the socket member but the
which
longitudinal slit 12 terminates.
may be made by indenting the walls of the The the
aperture
not necessary in this
socket member in one or more places or by form and hence 15theissocket
member 7 may
securing one or more separate pieces of be without such aperture as shown
Figs. 5
metal to the inner wall of the socket mem and 6. The plug carrying the twoinknotted
ber.
slipped ends is inserted within the socket 5
Instead of having the groove upon the or
member and the ends are thereby inacces
plug and the rib upon the socket, a reverse sibly
retained within the locking means.
arrangement may be made and the locking In this
type the flexible member 3 is in
groove located upon the socket member, Serted in the
manner in the tag 1, (see
while the rib may be formed upon the plug. Fig. 5.) Theusual
doubled member is then passed 120
In such case the rib can conveniently
be
the aperture in the article and then
formed by flanging outwardly the marginal through
through
the tag aperture and the end por
end 13 of the plug.
,
tions
are
then inserted within the locking
The coupling members 6, 7 may be of any means effectually
prevent detachment. 125
convenient size but desirably are larger than This type of lockingto means
is desirable for
60 the aperture 4 of the tag so that when the use with the present commercial string ticket
cord 3 is passed through the aperture 4 common use and hence the locking means
in the tag and the coupling members respec in
be produced as a single article of manu
tively secured to the ends of the cord, the may
facture
upon the market. 30
cord will be prevented from removal from In theandtypeso ofplaced
locking
device illustrated
65 the tag.
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in Figs. 5 and 6 the flexible member or cord
3 may be used to secure the tag to the gar
ment to be marked either substantially in
the manner illustrated in Fig. 1 or as illus
trated in Fig. 5. To secure the tag 1 to the
article 2 as illustrated in Fig. 1 the flexible
member or cord is passed through both the
aperture 4 in the tag and the aperture 5
in the garment 2. Each end of the cord is
10 knotted or otherwise provided with an en
larged portion, both ends of the flexible
member are then introduced into the plug
member 6, the flexible member or cord being
drawn up along the slit 12. The socket
5 member is then slipped over the plug mem
ber until the internal rib in the socket mem
ber engages the groove in the plug, thereby
locking both ends of the flexible member
within the plug.
20
When used in the manner illustrated in
Fig. 5 the cord is passed through the aper
ture in the tag 1 then both strands of the
cord led through the aperture in the gar
ment
2 and the knotted or enlarged ends
25 carried back through the aperture in the
tag and fastened within the socket member

-

3.

In this construction the coupling member
may be used in the manner above described
or may be inserted through the card as illus
trated in Fig. 4. If it is desired to secure
the tag permanently to the article to be 50
marked, coupling members of the type illus
trated in Fig. 4 may be inserted through the
card and through the article to be marked
and clamped as above described. Also,
where permanent marking is desired the en 55
larged head or heads of the coupling mem
bers may be stamped or printed with the
identifying marks in place of using the tag
in the manner described.
It is to be understood that the embodi

ments of the invention disclosed herein are
illustrative in character and not restrictive

and that the device may be made in other

forms or of modified construction within the

meaning and scope of the following claim.
Having thus described my invention what

I claim as new and desire to secure by Let
In a marking device of the class described
in which a tag is adapted to be secured to
the article to be marked by a flexible mem

35

40

45

In the modified form of coupling illus
trated in Fig. 4 the plug 17 is provided
with an enlarged flat base 18, the opposite
end of the plug being provided with flanges
19 adapted to engage a coöperating recess

in the socket member.
In this embodiment of the invention the

cylindrical socket member 20 is provided
with an enlarged head 21 stamped or drawn
to form an annular recess 22 adapted to re
ceive the flanged end 19 of the plug. Aper
tures 23 may be provided in the ends 18
and 21 of the plug and socket members re
spectively to receive the ends of the flexible
member 3 which may be secured therein by
clips 24, notches or other suitable fasten
ings.

65

ters Patent is:

of
the locking device in the manner afore ber passing through said tag and said arti
SalC.
cle; a locking means comprising a cylin

30

60

70

drical tubular socket member having a closed
end and an internal circumferential groove 75
adjacent said closed end and a complemen
tary cylindrical tubular plug having a closed
end adapted telescopically to fit tightly
within said socket member, the wall of said
plug member being slitted backwardly from 80
its open end and provided with a circum
ferential groove adjacent to said open end
adapted to interlock with the internal cir
cumferential rib in said socket member the
flexible member being irremovably secured 85
to said locking means.
In testimony whereof, I have signed my
name to this specification.
MARCUS O. ANTHON.Y.

Copies of this patent may be obtained for five cents each, by addressing the “Commissioner of Patent.
Washington, D.C.'

